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SPECIFICATION

Brand Luposwiten

Model LP-SL-28D

Color Black

Material Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene

Style Modern

Light fixture form Floodlight

LED Bulb 100 LED

Lumens 2000Lumens

Indoor/Outdoor Usage Outdoor

Power Source solar powered

Product Dimensions 4.3″L x 2.7″W x 5.1″H

Special Feature Wide Lighting Angle Outdoor Lights

Control Method App

Light Source Type  LED, solar lights

Voltage 3.7 Volts

What’s In the Box

Solar Powered Lights 4 Pack and Installing Screws

Smart Lighting Mode At Night

(No Dim Mode)



Broad Sensing Spectrum

Installing a Luposwiten solar motion sensor light at a suggested height of 8 to 10 feet requires a sensitive sensor
ballhead. When someone approaches your door or drives up to your property, this solar-powered motion light
automatically goes on.

Easy and quick Installation

With the included screws, this outdoor solar light can be mounted on the wall without a cable or wire in only a few
seconds.



Wide Lighting Area

All seasons prepared

Solar security lights that are IP65 waterproof can readily survive all types of extreme weather, including rain, snow,
and sweltering heat. Its high heat and cold resistance levels attest to its durability.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION



Outdoor Lights Powered By Solar

We use solar panels to upgrade outdoor solar lighting, which has a 25% higher conversion rate. It extends

longevity and allows for greater energy conservation.

Outdoor Solar LED Motion Sensor Lights

As long as they receive enough power, these outdoor solar lights can operate in all types of weather, including

rain and snow.

Outdoor Solar Lights with Motion Sensor

This solar security light has no dimming capabilities; instead, it turns on when motion is sensed. Additionally, it

will automatically shut off if no further motion is detected.

FEATURES

Larger range and a wider lighting angle

The solar outdoor lights can produce 400 lumens and offer outstanding brightness and wide illumination

coverage to light up a 20 m2 yard. They are outfitted with strong LEDs and a wide lighting angle.

Dynamic Motion Sensor

Once motion is detected, the solar motion lights will switch on and turn themselves off after around 30 seconds.

ZERO DIM MODE Two modes only: ON and OFF.

Longevity Sunlight Sources

It is resilient IP65 waterproof and can withstand heat, rain, cold, and frost. It has a 5,000-hour lifespan.

Guarantees

The solar sensor lights come with a 12-month warranty that guarantees quality. The outdoor solar security

lights are FCC, CE, and ROSH certified. If there is a problem, do get in touch with us.

FAQs

What is the difference between Luposwiten solar motion sensor light and Luposwiten solar flood light?

Luposwiten solar motion sensor light is designed to be installed on the wall. It can be used as a wall light, garden
light, driveway light, or porch light.

How do I install Luposwiten solar motion sensor light?

You can refer to the user manual of Luposwiten solar motion sensor light for installation instructions.

How long does it take to charge the battery?

It takes about 6 hours to fully charge the battery.



What is the warranty of this product?

This product has 1 year warranty.

How long do outdoor solar lights stay on?

The majority of solar lamps have a runtime of 6 to 10 hours with a full battery. This was specifically created so
that, after a day of typical sunlight, lights could run all night.

Do outdoor solar lights need to be turned on to charge?

By leaving many solar-powered lights off, you actually give the battery time to fully charge over several days of
sunlight. Many solar-powered lights will continue to charge even if they are not in use. Using solar lights to do this
on a regular basis is a good idea.

Should solar lights stay on all night?

The fact that these lights don’t turn on automatically or stay on all night complicates solar security and flood
lighting. The best performance from solar-powered security lights comes from prolonged charging. Before putting
them on for the first time at night, some individuals charge them for up to five days.

Can solar lights be left out in the rain?

Without a doubt, sure. Your investment will be secure even if you leave solar lights outside in the rain. Since solar
lights were designed to be used outside, it is only natural for them to endure all types of weather until they reach
the end of their useful lives.

Do solar lights charge when turned off?

When your solar lights are off, they will charge considerably more quickly. Make sure to plant them outside in a
spot that will still provide them with as much sunlight as you can. To keep your solar lights operating as efficiently
as possible, it is advised that you perform this routinely (e.g., once a month).

Do outdoor solar lights need direct sunlight?

yes! Solar panels need direct sunlight to charge, although they can also be charged on cloudy, overcast days. For
instance, Sol’s cutting-edge lighting systems and products are made to function for at least four days without
direct sunshine!

Do solar lights need batteries?

Batteries are needed to store the solar energy in outdoor lights that are powered by the sun. Unfortunately, it
might be expensive to replace these batteries.

How long does a solar light need to charge?

In order for solar lights to run for at least 8 hours on a full charge, they need to be exposed to sunshine for roughly
6 hours.
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